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Explanations of the Cards
Kings: Bilingual Ambigrams.
The Kings in this deck fall generally under a term called
Ambigrams. For the most part ambigrams are words
which can be read the same way from two different perspectives, e.g., right-side up or upside down. The Kings
here are by David Moser who is a translator living in
Beijing. These are bilingual ambigrams which he calls
“dual reading calligraphs.” If you can read Chinese you
know the word immediately, although it may seem to be
in an unusual typeface. If you cannot read Chinese if
you turn the card as indicated below, you can read the
word(s) in English.

KC : If you turn this card 90° counter clockwise you can
read the word “America.”

KD : If you turn this card 90° counter clockwise you can
read the word “way.”

KH : If you turn this card upside down you can read the
word “map.”

KS : If you turn this card 90° clockwise you can read the
words “Far East.” All of the Kings are copyrighted by David
Moser
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Queens: Depth Perception.
It is interesting that we can perceive depth when images
are presented on a two dimensional surface such as a
page of paper. Indeed, the retina of our eyes where light
is received is a two dimensional surface. There are many
cues for the perception of three dimensions to which the
brain responds. Some of them require two eyes, but
many require only one. The Queens in this deck present
several examples.

QC : The first example is binocular. This figure presents
two diamond shapes — one black and the other white.
While you can’t see it, each shows a slightly d
 ifferent
angle of the diamonds. If you focus on the space

between them and cross your eyes the two diamonds
will fuse into a single, translucent, three-dimensional
diamond.

QD : The lines on this figure have been drawn from a point
of origin off of the card to your lower right. Turn the card
so that the arrow is your point of origin and tip it away
from you. Close one eye and look at the figure. The lines
should appear to be standing straight out from the card.

QH : There is a tendency for us to assume that all of the
blue figures are actually the same size and shape. Thus,
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the circle at the bottom just seems to become more and
more elliptical. Since the diameter becomes gradually
smaller we think of it as being further in the distance. It is
also true that images which are seen as higher in the
visual field are assumed to be further away from us than
ones which are lower in the field. © R. Ausbourne

Jacks: Color.
The presence of one color alongside another or shades
of black and gray significantly alter our judgements of the
brightness or intensity of a color.

JC : The blue in this figure is constant throughout the
black and gray areas seem to change the blue color.

JD : The green in this figure is constant throughout,
although the presence of white and black makes us see
the color differently.

JH : If you try to cover the blue rectangles you can see
that the gray figures on the left and right are identical.

JS : The blue background is actually continuous but the
presence of the black diagonal lines makes the center
seem to be a darker shade of blue.
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Clubs: Ambiguous Figures.
Ambiguous figures are images in which one or more lines
serve two different functions in the same illustration.
Thus, a line could be the edge of one geometric figure as
well as the line of a completely different, but possibly
attached figure. Sometimes a curve could be the o
 utline
of a nose of a face in one illustration and a chin of a completely different face as well. Ambiguous figures are often
called reversible figures because if the line is truly balanced for each figure it serves, you can see two figures
in one illustration. The interesting thing is that you cannot
focus on one of them without the other “popping” into
your consciousness. You can never see them both at the
same time!

AC : The first clown you see is the full-faced one looking
directly at you. Then, there are two more facing left and
right with red noses. However, there are four more facing
inward. Two of them are fairly large, with broad smiles
close to the mouth of the full-faced clown. But just above
them there are two other faces with short lips that look
almost like commas on either side of the full-faced
clown. (Fisher, 1968) © University of Illinois Press

2C: If you focus on the top or bottom dot you seem to be
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looking at the top or the bottom of a pizza box. The fig
ure is equally good each way. © R. Ausbourne

3C: The face of the farmer can be seen if you turn the
card 90° counter-clockwise. His eyes are represented
by the small trees just to the left of the larger trees.
© Keith Kay

4C: The edges of the cubes (dice) represent the
edges of “attached” dice. Since the lines are equally
good for either cube your eyes tend to shift back and
forth between them, seeing either one cube or three.
© R. Ausbourne

5C: Held one way this looks like a pointed finger. If you
turn the card 90° clockwise you can see a seated cat.
© Paul Agule

6C: If you see the figure as facing to the left you see a
woman’s face. If you see it facing right you see the face
of a child. © R. Ausbourne

7C: In this figure if you look at the left side of the beard
ed face you can see a profile of a young man. The left
side of the larger face shows the profile of a young
woman and they appear to kissing. © Keith Kay

8C: If you look at the small diamond shaped spot in the
lower right hand corner you can either see it as the top of
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a somewhat curved pyramid or the light at the end of a
slightly curved tunnel. © R. Ausbourne

9C: If you look at this figure with the text at the bottom
it appears to be a man with a moustache wearing a bow
tie. However, if you turn it 90° clockwise you can see a
sleeping dog with a bone to its left. The dog’s face is
almost in the center of the figure. © Keith Kay

10C: If you look at the curved vertical line with the flower
at the top — that’s what it is — a flower. However, if you
shift your gaze to the “sun” figure it could be a man’s
profile. © R. Ausbourne

Diamonds: Figure Ground Illusions.
When we look at a figure, it is usually darker and smaller
than its background and has more precisely defined
form. However, sometimes these characteristics are
evenly balanced. If this occurs, we may be able to see
two different images — one in the figure and another in
the background. Looking at one removes the other from
our perception. In addition, sometimes a single image is
made up of what often is background occasionally combined with “figure.”

AD : The artist, John Langdon, has managed to present
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two words together. “Optical” appears in gray while
“Illusion” can be seen in the landscape background.
© John Langdon

2D : Here Langdon has mixed figure and ground to generate the words “love” and “hate” together. © John Langdon

3D : Here Langdon has embedded the word “You” as the
background for “Me” and thus, “Us.” © John Langdon

4D : In this example Langdon has embedded the author’s
last name in his first. The name “Joyce” can be seen as
the dark areas in the name “James.” © John Langdon

5D : If you look at the full image it is the profile of a penguin. However, in the lower left you can see the profile of
Abraham Lincoln. © R. Ausbourne

6D : Here the confusion of figure and ground is such that
profiles of fashion models can be seen in the elongated
dark areas while there are nuns in white habits with dark
faces in the white areas.

7D : The image shows two women dressed in 1900s
style apparently talking to one another. However, their
heads and the spaces underneath show a picture of Satin
in the background.

8D : In this case, the image is a combination of the white
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and dark areas. It is a steamship coming toward you. The
tall vertical area on the left is the right side of the steamer’s bow. The horizontal dark area at the bottom is the
water. The dark irregular shape at the top right is smoke
from the steamer’s stack while the triangular white area
at the lower right is the hull seen in perspective.

9D : The word is “watermellon.” The letters are presented
in white with the dark areas defining the spaces that the
letters create. We are used to seeing letters as figures
with the white space on a page as the background. Here
it is largely reversed. © R. Ausbourne

10D: In this case, the figure is actually the white area.
The dark area represents the shadow of a person’s left
hand with a partial thumb in the lowest right hand area.
© Paul Agule

Hearts: Impossible Figures.
It is possible to draw three dimensional figures which
appear quite real but could not possibly be constructed.
The Dutch artist, M.C. Escher specialized in such figures
in his work. In the suit of Hearts we include ten examples
of figures which look quite real but cannot exist.

AH : A solid hex nut could not possibly twist this way but
it looks real enough to most people. © R. Ausbourne
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2H : This drawing of an ancient ruin seems to have two
columns at the top but three enter the water at the bottom!

3H : These nine cubes have been arranged to form a
triangular figure but real cubes could not possibly be
arranged this way. © R. Ausbourne

4H : Here one square base appears to be set on a lower
one. There is a rod which crosses over an opening indi
cating it is a single level. However in the center of the figure it appears that you would have to go up two steps to
get to the same level! © R. Ausbourne

5H: There appear to be seven bases for candles, but
by lines representing both a solid figure and a space
at the same time, there are only five wicks at the top!
© R. Ausbourne

6H: In this solid appearing figure the bottom seems
to point toward the right but the top points to the left!
© R. Ausbourne

7H: The dark surfaces appear at two levels in this cube
shaped figure. However, the center vertical bar appears at
the front of the cube at the bottom but at the rear of the
cube at the top! © R. Ausbourne

8H: The way in which this window has been drawn
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makes it appear to be facing both to the right and to the
left. If you look steadily at it the windows direction will
change spontaneously beyond your ability to control its
appearance. © R. Ausbourne

9H : Both open rectangular figures seem quite solid,
yet the smaller one rests on top of the larger one at
the bottom of the figure but is underneath it at the top.
© R. Ausbourne

10H: There are two different illusions on this card. It
would be physically impossible to arrange tubes, pencils or tooth picks as the figure shows. However, in
addition, the artist has incorporated a background of
ambiguous cubes. Sometimes the dark gray diamond
shapes appear to be the tops of cubes but then suddenly shift to appear to be the bottoms! © R. Ausbourne

Spades: Inversions.
In this suit we have collected ten examples of figures
which appear as quite different images when they are
turned upside down. Artists have been creating such pic
tures since as early as the 16th century but they were
especially popular in the media in the first half of the 20th
century.
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AS : This appears as though a figure “8” appears as a
stencil in cork. Upside down, however, it appears as a
solid figure. We are used to seeing light coming from
above and casting shadows downward. Thus, the shadow of the “8” appears to be cut out from one perspective,
but solid from the other. If you turn from the “solid 8” to
the cut out one it may appear to remain solid for a brief
time but you cannot retain the image of the solid figure!
© A. Azevedo

2S: Inverting the card, the man standing at a podium
becomes a profile of Abraham Lincoln. © Paul Agule

3S: The artist has cleverly arranged the window curtains
and the appearance of a hill and trees with a marching
soldier to create a profile of George Washington when the
drawing is inverted.

4S: This somewhat crude drawing from early in the 20th
century shows a young woman from one perspective
and an old one from the other. Using one pair of eyes and
a single nose and having the hair or a wrinkled brow
appear to be the mouth and chin of a different figure is
a common way of producing two faces in one drawing.

5S: This could be a ceremonial mask from the Inca or
Mayan periods. Since one can take considerable liberty
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in designing such a mask it is possible to have two of
them sharing eyes and a nose but use other shapes to
create a different face. © R. Ausbourne

6S and 7S: During World War I there were two wellknown leaders who both wore handle bar moustaches
— Lord Kitchner, who was Secretary of War for Great
Britain and Kaiser Wilhelm II, the Emperor of Germany. It
was quite popular in England at the time to design prop
aganda post cards showing Kitchner with the “upper
hand” by these inverted pictures. © Keith Kay

8S, 9S and 10S: At the turn of the 20th century, Peter
Newell, an American cartoonist, produced a series of
upside down “stories” for children. Each was presented in a two-line verse. We have three examples here.

Jokers: Word Perception.
While this deck of cards deals primarily with visual perception, we also perceive words differently under different conditions. This can result from the context in which
they are presented; the non-phonetic nature of the
English language, and other factors. The Jokers in this
deck present three examples.

J 1: Most people will count eight of fewer “f’s” in this
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sentence. There are actually eleven. This is because
English is not a phonetic language. The word “of” has an
“f” but it is pronounced as a “v” and most people don’t
see it as an “f.” Yet although “phenomenon” starts with
an “f” sound most people are able to ignore the fact.

J 2: Did you notice the two “of’s” at the end of the sentence? Most people are so familiar with the sentence that
they do not notice the error. This is one of the factors that
makes proof reading difficult.

J 3: This is just an example of our non-phonetic English.
There are only two letters in each word but one is pronounced quite different from the others. It is one of the
factors that makes learning English as a second language difficult.

Back: This is an example of perceptual organization.
These circles or dots are all the same size and distance
from one another. It is difficult to focus on just one. If you
look at the figure you tend to spontaneously organize the
dots into different clusters which change from moment to
moment. Thus, you may see triangles of three or six dots;
diamond shapes consisting of four or more dots, and
hexagon shapes with a single dot in the middle. You cannot focus on one pattern to the exclusion of the others.
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